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INTRODUCERE
scop, nu ca un obiect, pentru că omul este scop, nu mijloc. Asta
înseamnă că viața omenească este valoaroasă dincolo de orice considerente legate de unitate și preț, valorizând simpla existență ca atare,
acceptând demnitatea umană care duce la drepturile omului formulate în Declarația ONU.
Acum când actele de intoleranță sunt din ce în ce mai numeroase,
Uniunea Europeană trebuie să lupte pentru libertatea de conștiință, de
expresie și de viață decentă peste tot în lume: prin garantarea libertății
de exprimare, dar și respectarea demnității personale.
În Cambodgia, aproximativ 60% din lucrători muncesc, la momentul
actual, cu un contract temporar. La auditul unei fabrici, inspectată de
Organizația Internațională a Muncii (ILO), în jur de 80% din lucrători au
contract permanent. Însă, oricine știe că defapt, în aceste fabrici, care
produc o mare parte din articolele sportive, tot personalul
lucrează pe contract temporar. Marile branduri producătoare de
articole sportive știu exact ce se petrece: până și un copil poate
înțelege că este practic imposibil să produci un milion de tricouri într-o
săptămână, numai cu 100 de angajați.
Ce este un salariu de trai decent? Ce anume înglobează acesta, cine îl
stabilește și în funcție de ce criterii? Și mai ales, ce legătură au toate
acestea cu egalitatea de șanse și respectarea drepturilor omului?
Broșura informativă Fit for Fair informative brochure issue #2 va
răspunde la toate aceste întrebări, dezvăluind adevărata față din spatele
lanțurior de producție din țările aflate în curs de dezvoltare, unde marile
coorporații își amplasează producția datorită forței de muncă ieftine.
Broșura propulesează cititorul într-o incursiune în viața unei lucrătoare,
angajata brandu-urilor H&M, Old Navy, Levis, ce ne dezvăluie totul
despre condițiile de muncă extrem de periculoase la care este expusă,
felul în care este exploatată, și constanta ei luptă pentru supraviețuire.
De asemenea sunt expuse modalitățile și topul scuzelor de care
companiile se folosesc pentru a continua să opereze producția cu
sisteme interzise prin lege, fără nici un fel de consecință, exploatându-și
angajații pe un salariu ce garantează sărăcia, doar pentru a-și păstra
competitivitatea pe piața mondială.
Interviurile și studiile de caz prezintă o imagine veridică a sărăciei,
inegalității de șanse și exploatării prin muncă la nivelul țărilor în curs de
dezvoltare. În cuprinsul broșurii reconstituim traseul unei perechi de
blugi și de ce câteodată ne pot tăia răsuflarea, aflăm ce spune ghidul
principiilor UN pentru economie și drepturi umane, de ce o companie nu
vrea să plătească un salariu de trai decent, cum să asiguri un lanț de
producție echitabil și sustenabil, dar și cine este persoana cu cea mai
puternică voce pentru corectitudine și justiție.
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Portretul unei
realități devastatoare
Foto: Martin de Wals

Sovann a lucrat timp de 6 ani într-o fabrică din Phnom Penh, producând haine pentru H&M și Old Navy.
Ca mulți alți lucrători din industria textilă din Cambodgia, ea a fost nevoită să părăsească orașul natal
pentru a-și putea întreține familia din punct de vedere financiar. Dar cu 100 de dolari pe lună – cu tot -cu
orele suplimentare incluse – ei și familiei îi mai rămân doar provocarea zilnică de a supraviețui.
“Am început ca inspector al controlului calității în 2006. Lucrând
la ultimul stadiu din linia de producție a fabricii, trebuie să verific
dacă toate cusăturile sunt în ordine înainte de a le trimite spre
departamentul de ambalare. Este o funcție care necesită o
concentrare maximă, însă foarte prost plătită. Trebuie să lucrezi
ore suplimentare ca să poți supraviețui.”
Cu un venit lunar ce oscilează între 61 și 80 dolari plus bonusul de
loialitate, calificare superioară în muncă, prezență exemplară și
beneficii utilitare, Sovann tot este nevoită să stea peste program.
“Până în 2007 obișnuiam să lucrez 12 ore pe zi, pentru a-mi
acoperi costurile zilnice și să pot trimite bani acasă. Acum ni se
permite să stăm doar două ore suplimentare zilnic. Astfel câștig
între 100-110 dolari pe lună, când lucrez în fiecare zi a
săptămânii. Conducerea încearcă să ignore bonusul pentru
prezentă, chiar și atunci când avem scutiri de la medic care ne
motivează lipsa. Orice zi pierdută în mod ”legitim” ne costă între
doi și trei dolari, precum bonusului pentru prezență lunară
exemplară. Când nu ne permitem adeverința medicală de la
doctor, ziua pierdută nu este trecută cu vederea, costându-ne 10
dolari.”
Pentru a economisi, Sovann împarte camera ei de 2-pe-3 m2 cu
trei prieteni din orașul ei natal (Kompong Thom) care vor să își
încerce norocul în fabricile textile din Phnom Penh.
“Camera este mica și urâtă. Avem doar o saltea, o plasă de țânțari
și un cuptor cu gaz pentru noi patru. În total plătim pentru
cameră 40 de dolari - 10 dolari de persoană lunar – inclusiv cu
toate costurile de electricitate și apă. Pentru noi este foarte mult,
dar suntem multumiți că proprietarul nostru ne-a instalat un duș
și o toaletă. Acest lucru ne conferă mai multă securitate. În
majoritatea locuințelor lucrătoarelor nu există acest confort.
Singura problemă este doar că fabrica este la doi kilometri
distanță. Deoarece nu există autobuze care să ne lase acolo,
trebuie să merg zilnic patru kilometri dus-întors, pe jos.”
Un drum de 10 ore, zilnic, plus naveta, este o mare realizare
pentru dieta care o are Sovann. Bugetul ei zilnic pentru mâncare
este de 5,500 Riels, mai puțin de 1,50 dolari. Pentru această sumă
frumușică, ea poate să își cumpere masa doar o singură dată pe
zi, adică orez, cu un covrig sărat și o sticlă de apă plată.
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“Acum cinci ani, pentru 1 dolar, puteam cumpăra mult mai
multă mâncare, dar prețurile alimentelor sunt într-o continuă
creștere. Trebuie să plătesc mai mult pentru mai puțin. Este
dificil, cu atât de puțini bani să cumpăr mâncare sănătoasă.
Mi-ar fi plăcut să am suficienți bani ca să îmi pot permite să
achiziționez mâncare din supermarket sau să ies în oraș la
restaurant. Totul arată delicios acolo! Dar nu mă plâng.
Pentru familia mea, viața e mult mai aspră. Părinții mei sunt
bătrâni și nu mai pot lucra. Rudele mele mai tinere sunt
înscrise la școală și trebuie să le plătim costurile pentru
educație. De aceea încerc lunar să trimit cel puțin 35 de dolari
acasă, iar când îmi permit, trimit și 50 de dolari.”
Deoarece Sovann trimite o mare parte din venitul ei
părinților, nu își permite să risipească banii pe mâncare.

“Încerc să nu cheltuiesc mai mult de trei dolari lunar pe
obiecte casnice, precum detergent, cosmetice și trebuie să
aștept cel puțin șase luni ca să îmi cumpăr haine noi. Din
fericire sunt încă sănătoasă și nu trebuie să cheltuiesc bani pe
medicamente, poate doar 1 dolar lunar. Datorită acestui stil
de viață nu devin datoare la prieteni sau la creditori. Mai
împrumut câte zece dolari lunar, dar doar în cazuri de
urgență din familie, care mă pot ajunge și până la 50 de
dolari.”
“Deoarece nu am copii, am nevoie doar de 150 de dolari pe
lună ca să pot duce o viață mai bună și să îmi mai rămână
suficienți bani pentru familia mea. Din acest total mi-aș
permite să-mi cumpăr câte o carte din când în când. Nu am
terminat liceul, dar îmi place să citesc și să învăț. Așa că am
decis să mă înscriu în Centrul de Informare a Lucrătoarelor
(WIC). Îmi doresc să-mi aflu drepturile, care este salariul lunar
legal, dar și ce are voie, sau nu, să facă conducerea la locul de
muncă. Învățăm toate acestea la WIC. Când ajung înapoi la
muncă, împărtășesc toate informațiile cu colegii și membrii
sindicatului. Câteodată mi-e teamă de ce mi se poate
întâmpla. Colegii pot oricând să mă denunțe conducerii și să
îmi facă foarte multe probleme. Dar merg înainte orice ar
fi…”

The Fair Wear
Foundation –
A ‘Best Practice’
Example:

The Bangladesh Fair Wear Foundation
(abbreviated

FWF)

is

an

independentmulti-stakeholder

initiative

that

garment

works

together

with

businesses, seeking to improve working
conditions for factory workers in the
clothing industry. The FWF was founded in
1999 by representatives of business,
trading and NGOs (among them the CCC in
the

Netherlands). The

80

businesses

Extract From the Codex-Criteria,
Businesses Must Fulfill for Membership
in the FWF

into

three

branches

of

power.

Representatives from businesses, unions
and NGOs make decisions together and
equally. The highest level of power at FWF is
the council. They are members of business
organizations

representing

manufacturers,

trade

clothing

as labor unions and non-governmental
organizations.

An expert committee

consisting of the same three different
interest groups advises the council. The
vital role that the FWF plays is taking the
entire assembly chain into consideration.
All actors in the supply chain share in the

brand name that sells us clothing is also
responsible for working conditions in
production factories in other countries. The
FWF supports the brand-name companies
by helping them assume responsibility. The
FWF is active in the following production
countries: Bangladesh, Bulgaria, China,
India, Lithuania, Macedonia, Moldavia,
Poland,

Portugal,

(labor

rights

women’s

rights

unions).

The

• compliance with the ILO core labor standards
• payment of a living wage for all workers in all
production steps

process to improve working

• education for management and workers

goals: for the manufacturers it is a
conditions in the workplace. For
trading

companies

and

businesses producers it should
guarantee their compliance to

• internal
monitoring
and
independent
local
mechanisms of grievance for the workers. The
implementation of internal regulation is tiered: 40
percent of suppliers must be controlled in the first year,
60 percent in the second and 90 percent in the third
year. The FWF trains local auditing teams and integrates
local actors in the auditing and remediation processes.

their obligations. The verification
of

control

• yearly regulation of the management systems of
business partners to be able to estimate the
effectiveness of the FWF code of conduct in the supplier
factories—a so-called Brand Performance Check. The
brand-name companies are allowed to label their
clothing with a seal proclaiming their highest rating in
the Brand Performance Check after their first year of
membership.

through

the

commitments by all actors in the
production

process

is

what

results in authenticity. The FWF
does even more:
They also check the purchasing
practices

of

their

respective

business partners (acceptable
pricing,

delivery

deadlines).

Doing this is supposed to ensure
that the factory owners are even
capable of fulfilling the FWF
codex conditions. A simple, but
notable complaint mechanism
enables the workers as well as
outsiders to raise objections to

responsibility for the conditions under
which the products are manufactured. A

partners

organizations,

control in the factories has two

associations

representing clothing wholesalers, as well

local

organizations,

represent 120 brands, including Takko,Jack
Wolfskin, and Vaude. The FWF is organized

the factories in cooperation with

labor law violations. To do so, the
• Within three years the FWF performs independent
controls on 10 percent of the supplier factories to verify
the implementation of (proper) working conditions. The
business members are responsible for the monitoring
and the FWF for the verification. The cost of the
verification is covered by membership fees.

FWF organizes contact persons
and locations where people can
report grievances anonymously,
in order for them to be made
public

and

prevent

violations. Workers

further

must

no

longer fear losing their jobs for
reporting grievances.

Romania, Thailand,

Tunisia, Turkey, and Vietnam. There the FWF
controls adherence to their conditions in
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A glance at the complex production chain of textiles
Crude fiber production

NATURAL FIBER
(Cotton)

CHEMICAL
FIBER

PROCESSING

PROBLEM:

PROBLEM:

a) Use of genetically modified seeds, agricultural chemicals,
hazardous working conditions

a) Bleaching, dyeing,
impregnation with partly
hazardous chemicals,
lead to health issues and
lead to pollution

b) Use of oil and chemicals for health and
ecological damage

The Jeans World Tour
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A Profile of Levi Strauss & Co.

Adaptation of "From the cult of the strong pants" by Maria Rosery.
In: Snazzy clothes - At what price? Hg .: CIR

Levi’s® is one of the largest clothing manufactures in the world,
headquartered in the USA. Don’t be misled, the jeans are not
produced by people in the corporation’s home country, but by
workers in approximately 800 supply factories found in almost 50
countries around the world. Levi’s® products are actually sold in
110 countries worldwide. By the time a pair of Levi’s® make it to
the hanger in our retailers here in Germany, countless people the
world over have worked on the production – a large portion of
them working under wretched conditions and for starvation
wages, in so-called low-wage countries.

Take for example: Levi’s® gives a contract to a production company
in Cambodia for a specific model of clothing. They are possibly
using fabric from India. The cotton for the fabric is, maybe, grown
in Egypt. The pesticides and fertilizers used on the plantation are
from Germany. The jeans are sewn on a pattern coming out of
France. Buttons and zippers are from Great Britain. The labels for
the clothing are produced by stay-at-home workers in the USA; or
seamstresses in Asia and South America. The long journey of the
finished Levi’s® to one of the 55,000 retailers found on all five
continents continues here.

Processing

Final product

12

Sewing /
assembling

9

3
6

b) Long working hours, starvation wages, precarious health and safety

a) Pollutants in
the final product
b) Greenwashing

1. Production of Raw Materials
and Fabrication
Cotton is the most used natural fiber in the manufacturing of
clothing. The majority of jeans are from cotton as well. Cotton
farming is mostly performed with synthetic fertilizers and
numerous herbicides – all of which have damaging consequences
for people and the environment. Cotton is mostly produced in
China, India, the USA, and Pakistan, but Brazil and Uzbekistan also
produce a large amount. The Fairtrade-Initiative estimates that
over 100 million households in 70 countries participate in the
production of cotton. The portion of “fair” organic cotton is very
low. Collectively, it makes up less than 1% on the world market.
Along with cotton, synthetic and artificial fibers can be used as
primary fabrics for the production of jeans. Synthetic fibers, like
polyester and polyamide, are made from fossil remains (such as
crude oil). Artificial fibers, such as viscose (rayon) are made from
cellulose. Such fibers are produced using chemicals in industrial

Illustration: Marco Fischer

PROBLEM:

countries. After the thread is spun, with the help of weavers or
knitting machines the fabric is produced. The spinning of thread
and the weaving of fabric are often performed in completely
different places. 110 countries worldwide. By the time a pair of
Levi’s® make it to the hanger in our retailers here in Germany,
countless people the world over have worked on the production –
a large portion of them working under wretched conditions and
for starvation wages, in so-called low-wage countries.

2. Textile Finishing
The fabric will often first be substantially bleached or dyed before
it is sewn into a final article of clothing. Where necessary the
materials will be further finished according to end-product
specifications—such as shrink-proof, stain-resistant or
flame-retardant. The chemicals used in this final production step
lead to environmental damage through polluted wastewater.
Denim is often ‘stonewashed’; in this particular production
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sewing work. They always perform the same stitch, the left pant
leg or the right—under constant control and working piece for
piece. The workers earn starvation wages, work under constant
pressure to sew faster, and to meet the designated number of
pieces on time.

5. Finishing
As with other articles of clothing, jeans receive their buttons and
zippers during or after the sewing is complete. The haberdashery
comes, usually, from other countries than that of production.
When the jeans are completely assembled, and the last stitch is
sewn they are ‘finished’: They will be ironed, usually by a machine,
but sometimes also by hand, and/or chemically cleaned, in order
to look perfect.
Forced bilayers lead to complete exhaustion.
Photo: From the film "China Blue", Micha X. Peled

method chlorine or hydrogen peroxide and pumice stones along
with the material are washed in a cylinder. The decomposition of
these stones leads to devastating environmental problems in
production locations. In the “Sandblasting” method the finished
jeans are sprayed with high-pressure sand and air. The workers
assume a huge health risk. Many of them contract silicon sickness,
an incurable lung condition.

3. Design
The style of cut for the jeans is mostly created in the industrial
countries where the brand name company is marketing its
collection. The designers are largely relying on trial runs released
in small batches in specific locations. Often, trial models are
produced right there. When the production of a particular model
is well received; it can be reproduced by any manufacturer around
the world with exact specifications.

4. Stitch
As soon as the jeans-model has been matched to the material the
layout can begin. The cutting is successfully completed on large
cutting tables, and not necessarily always where the pieces of
clothing will be later sewn together. The fabric can be either cut
by hand or with the assistance of a computer. The actual sewing
together of the various pieces constitutes the labor-intensive part
of finishing the garment. They accomplish this mainly in locations
where there are many, cheap workers on hand; for example
throughout Eastern Europe, China, Hong Kong, Bangladesh, India,
Cambodia, or in the Maquila’s of the “free production zones” of
Central America. In most countries young women perform the
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6. Packaging and Transportation
The jeans will then be packed in cartons and prepared for
shipping. Produced in Asia and per shipping container
transported to Europe, the jeans will change hands in Hong Kong,
Rotterdam, Antwerp, or Hamburg. By the time the jeans reach
Europe they’ve sat too long in cartons and are thus wrinkled. The
jeans will then be brought back into form with the help of
chemical handling. Finally they will be stored in a central
warehouse where they can be distributed to regional European
retailers.

7. Sales
Consumers can purchase jeans generally in retail stores,
boutiques, on the Internet and through mail-order catalogues.
The retailers can be divided in two categories: stores that offer a
wide range of different products besides clothing, and just
clothing stores. There are 2,300 Levi's® shops, but only 500 are
owned by Levi's®, approximately 1,800 are franchise businesses.

8. Use and Disposal
Often, jeans are disposed of long before they are ‘worn out’.
Numerous consumers donate them to the recycling bank in an
effort to do something good. In reality, the jeans often end up
sooner or later in a distant land being resold. The consequences,
by donating the used jeans to the secondhand-clothing markets
in (for example) African countries, are complex, and do not always
end on a positive note. If the jeans are ultimately discarded, they
often end up in the garbage pile and are used as fuel in a waste
incineration plant.

The Sumangali-System:
Forced Labor in the South Indian Textile Industry

„S

umangali” translated means “the happy bride”.
In light of the exploitative working conditions for
young women under the Sumangali-system, the
phrase couldn’t be more ironic.

In the Sumangali-system, young women save for their dowery.
The employer seals a multi-year contract with the parents for
their young daughters. A large part of their earnings,
sometimes their entire remuneration, is first paid out after the
contract is fulfilled.

The two studies from the Dutch
CCC-Organization, Centre for
Research on Multinational
Corporations (SOMO) and India
Committee of the Netherlands (ICN):
In "Captured by Cotton" (Mai 2011)
and "Maid in India" (April 2012) the
exploitation of young women and
girls from the Dalit caste, the
so-called “Untouchables” from the
lowest level of India’s caste system,
are brought into focus.

Legally this system is forbidden, but it has still been in
operation in the textile industry for the last ten years. Although
the demand for a dowry for the marriage has long been illegal
in India, it is still widespread in the lower castes, specifically in
the “Dalit” caste. The young women are lured in often with false
promises: a large sum of money, comforting accommodations,
three healthy meals per day, as well as educational and extra
curricular activities. Recruiting often takes place in poor
villages, where families in economic crises are targeted.
Estimates suggest that approximately 120,000 workers are
employed through the Sumangali-system in India’s textile
industry. Around 60 percent of the Sumangali workers belong
to the lowest class – the Dalits.
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Textile Industry in Tamil Nadu
The textile and clothing industry is reliant
upon cheap labor forces. Many spinning
mills operate 24 hours per day and require
many employees for the shift work.
Statements provided by unions claim that
between 6 and 80 percent of the
employees are working on short-term
contracts. The employers favor short-term
contracts to keep wage costs down. The
clothing industry in the Tamil Nadu region
is booming. 43 percent of the larger Indian
spinning mills and almost 80 percent of the
smaller Indian spinning mills are located in
Tamil Nadu, primarily in the region
Coimbatore, Dindigul, Erode and Karur.
The entire of India receives its shipment
from here. One could postulate that every
clothing company that manufactures its
products in India is also getting its wares
from
spinning
mills
in
Tamil
Nadu—produced by women in the
Sumangali-system. Most factories break up
the different stages of the production
process (spinning, weaving, bleaching,
dying, sewing/assembling). But there are
also factories where suppliers offer all of
these steps in a complete package.

The international organization CCC has led two studies on the
Sumangali-system and the working conditions for the garment
workers in south India’s Tamil Nadu region.
The results brought horrifying truths about forced labor and
prison-like living conditions into the light. Actually the girls in
the Sumangali-system are expected to work without a contract
and thereby no evidence for the promised terms of
employment. The wages are downright low. The young women
clearly earn less than the legal minimum wage. Money for food
and drinks are taken directly out of their wages, often 13-25
percent of their monthly salary. In three years of work the girls
earn between 95,600 and 115,600 Rupees (approximately 1,170

to 1,415 Euros). Many girls become sick before the three-year
work contract comes to completion. Often leaving them unpaid
for work completed. The girls work on average 12 hours per
day, six day a week, making it a 72-hour workweek. During the
high season, Sunday is also worked.
There are various hints that point to girls even under 14 years of
age being recruited to work. An Indian social scientist
approximated that 10-20 percent of the employed children in
the Sumangali-system are between the ages of 11 and 14.
They are not allowed to leave the factory grounds, and are
forced to stay in the employee quarters. Around every two
weeks they are allowed to leave the grounds—only when
accompanied by security forces. Mobile telephones are
forbidden.
The working conditions are gravely unhealthy: Several
ex-employees reported that they needed to undergo surgery to
remove balls of cotton fibers from their digestive tract. Poor
ventilation and insufficient safety equipment led to
cotton-fiber balls accumulating in their gastro-intestinal
system. Many girls reported that they were humiliated and
beaten. The girls couldn’t turn to anyone for help.
Investigations showed that unions are denied entrance to the
factories.
Research by the CCC shows that many companies that sell their
clothing on the European market have part of their wares from
Tamil Nadu, from one or more of the inspected factories, and
some still order their wares from these places. Belonging to
these companies are the bestsellers like Jack & Jones, Only,

From Captured by Cotton:

“Bring us the pretty girls that you
know and make their lives shine like
a lighthouse.”
With such descriptions, factories advertise to
young girls and present them with the
“Sumangali-system” as their only chance to earn
their endownment in three years.

C&A, Diesel, Inditex (Zara), Marks & Spencer, Primark, Tommy
Hilfiger, and the Swiss companies Charles Veillon and Migros.
The German company Ernstings Family initially denied
receiving wares from factories from one of the affected
companies. After confrontation with witnesses of the delivery,
the company explained that it negotiated a deal for a delayed
delivery and that the partnership with the affected company
has since been abandoned. Reported next was the statement
that numerous workers from spinning mills, weaving mills, and
assembly plants were hired under the Sumangali-system. Later,
upon confronting the research results, several companies
pointed out that the Sumangali-system was no longer in use by
their suppliers.
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Light and Dark in Tamil Nadu –
The CCCs First Success Against the
Sumangali-System.
Local NGOs in Tamil Nadu report on a small improvement of
the working conditions. Fortunately, interviews with workers
also confirm the campaign’s success, for example, that no
longer will a portion of the wages be held back. This is a step
in the right direction, but the system is surely still being used
in many spinning mills and factories.
Locked: They can leave only 2 times per month only with a
will. Both photos: Alessandro Brasile

This is not easy to prove from Europe, and the companies
don’t audit their suppliers sufficiently.
The Labor minister in Tamil Nadu also spoke out for stronger
measures against the Sumangali-system and promised a
minimum wage. However, even with the removal of the
Sumangali-system, various labor rights problems remain. Just
like before, overtime is still compulsory, and the workers still
perform 12 hours of work per day on average. Overtime
premiums are not paid in accordance to Indian law. Freedom
of movement for the workers that live at the factory is just like
before, extremely limited and when they are allowed to leave
the grounds, it’s only under supervision. Unions are not
allowed in the factory. External contact with unions is
forbidden.
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Sand-Blasted Jeans
Simply Breathtaking
Foto: SACOM

“Our department is full of jeans
and black dust. The temperature
in the factory is high. It is hard to
breathe. I have a feeling that I
am working in a coal mine.”
Worker in a Chinese jeans factory.

Sand blasting – What is it?
Sand blasting is a dangerous procedure that carries with it
great health risks, and can ultimately lead to workers’ death
by asphyxiation. In the production, jeans are blasted with
sand at high pressure. This happens with a sand-blasting
device, comparable to a pressure washer: the fine quartz
sand is blasted under high pressure through a pipe (pistol
barrel) onto the jeans to give them a worn-out “Used-Look”,
as if they were worn and washed many times. The dust
inhaled in the production process coats the inside walls of
workers’ lungs and is a catalyst for the incurable and in many
cases deadly silicosis lung disease.

Sandblasting – Who does it?
Many corporations, including H&M, Levi’s®, Vero Moda and
Lee, have already banned the use of sandblasting on jeans
after research by the CCC and their international campaign
“Killer Jeans” landed them negatively in the headlines.
Bangladesh was the primary country where the fashion
industry was documented using sandblasting in supplier
factories. After Turkey banned sandblasting in 2009 much of
production was shifted to less regulated countries like
Bangladesh. Conversations with factory workers there were
beyond chilling. “In the factory it looks like a desert during a
sandstorm.” – description from laborer in the situation. He
and his colleagues suffer from chronic coughs and
respiratory problems. They are forced to work up to 12-hour
days in the outdated dusty factories.
In many factories the sandblasting phase of production is
performed at night, as to avoid confrontation from possible
surprise inspections. Almost half of workers questioned
identified H&M, Levi’s®, C&A, D&G, Esprit, Lee, Zara and Diesel
as purchasers of the products manufactured in their factories.
Up until the time of publication of “Killer-Jeans” – a campaign
against sandblasting, D&G continued to sandblast, and only
in reaction to pressure from the campaign did they forbid the
process. This shows how little companies do to keep to their
word.
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Additionally, it was discovered that medical personnel
in Bangladesh hardly know of the correlation between
sandblasting and silicone related diseases. Ill workers
were therefore often misdiagnosed and improperly
treated.
Subsequent inspections discovered that despite the
ban against sandblasting in Chinese factories it was
still in use. In 2013 six factories were inspected in
China, two of which belong to the largest Chinese
clothing manufacturing employing thousands. The
factories produce for well-known brands like Lee,

Hand protection is not sufficient
Foto: SACOM

What businesses, national governments
and the European Union should undertake:

the ‘Used-Look’ from their design books.
•

1. Businesses:
•

We are calling all brand-name companies to collectively
ban the use of sandblasting in production, and to
individually take responsibility for the inspection and
regulation process.

•

Brand-name companies should support their suppliers
in finding safer alternatives and discontinue cooperation
with suppliers who refuse to remove sandblasting from
their production processes.

•

Brand-name companies must also compel all workers to
take lessons on health and safety in the workplace, as
well as installing measured safety precautions.

•

Levi’s®, H&M, Hollister, Old Navy, Wrangler, Jack&Jones,
Only, Vero Moda, American Eagle, etc.
Despite oﬃcial bans against sandblasting techniques by
the contractor – the brand-name companies – the method
is still widely employed. Unfortunately it is quite likely that
it is applied in other production zones as well. For the
factory owners it is a challenge to achieve the same results
via diﬀerent methods. Furthermore, steps away from
sandblasting are not always better: Alternative techniques
such as the use of chemical sprays pose the same health
threats for the workers, especially since there is little use of
protective clothing.

Brand-name companies should work together with
labor unions and NGOs in production countries,
strengthening labor rights and independent inspections
of their supplier factories. Furthermore, brand-name
companies should improve upon health and safety
practices in the workplace.

2. National Governments
We are calling all national governments to place an
immediate ban on sandblasting techniques and the
compliance with the protection of workers rights.

3. European Union
We are calling on the EU to place an explicit ban on
sandblasting in the clothing industry and an embargo
on sandblasted jeans. Additionally, we implore the EU to
inspect and ban the use of sandblasting in their member
states, especially in Portugal and Italy.

Brand-name companies can take another, more
important, step in ending the use of sandblasting, by
simply removing the ‘Used-Look’ from their design
books.

Timeline

2009
Turkey: Implementation
of a national ban on
sandblasting in the clothing
industry as an answer to
increasing awareness of the
health risks and resultant
deaths of young workers
in jeans factories.
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2010
Strengthened media
coverage and worldwide
demonstrations against the
use of sandblasting, in which
40+ brand-name-jeans
companies spoke up for
the ban.

2012
Report by the Clean Clothes
Campaign uncovered the
continued spread of
sandblasting in jeans
production in Bangladesh
and the frighteningly poor
health and safety standards.

2013
New report by the Clean Clothes
Campaign (in cooperation with
“War on Want”) exposed the
widespread use of sandblasting
in Chinese jeans production and
the failed control of the ban in
factories.

How to:
Four Steps To Secure A Fair Supply Chain
What companies can do to improve working standards in their production countries.*

STEP

STEP

1

2

Code of Conduct
A comprehensive code
should be both plausible
and transparent; it should
also cover workers who
perform

duties

from

home. It should be based

Implementation
In order to implement the code it is necessary to develop a method of internal monitoring by
independent external sources, formulation of an improvement plan, ethical purchasing guidelines,
interdepartmental cooperation, and the appreciation and respect for gender relevant issues. For
controlling purposes, it must be possible to select random factory workers for interviews outside of the
factory – without the influence of the management. Thus, whistleblower anonymity is protected. Also
management cannot influence workers and they in turn cannot be punished for reporting violations
of the code. Without these specifications, inspection results very rarely show working conditions in
reality.

on the International Labor
Organization’s Convention
for Child Labor, Forced
Labor, Discrimination and
Freedom to Organize. Also
the right to a living wage,

External Inspection of the Code
Proper implementation of a code of conduct should involve outside independent monitoring. Only
then can internal monitoring and declarations of compliance of the code be considered authentic.
These requirements first led to the foundation of so-called Multi-stakeholder Initiatives (MSI). These
initiatives, comprising of businesses, local non-governmental organizations and unions, pursue
non-dependent control and scrutiny of the working conditions and the code (also see step 3).

with a maximum of 48
hours per working week,
as well as health and
security rights including
job security should be
included. The company
should inform the workers
about the content of the
code. Therefore it should
be hung in the workplace
– in all relevant languages.

Solutions in the Event of Labor Rights Violations
In the event of code violations or local law violations the business partnership between the affected
parties should not simply be ended. Rather steps should be taken to correct the violation, and
preventative measures to safeguard the future. An action plan with realistic penalties should be
developed.

Defining and Implementing a Living Wage
Unfortunately many companies continuously refuse to concern themselves with the issueof paying
a living wage, even when these rules are clearly stated in their code of conduct. This is unacceptable
as living wages are human rights (Article 23, Section 3 in the Declaration of Human Rights) and the
production can never be considered ethical as long as the workers are not able to cover their basic
human needs. (see Chapter XX Demands to the Company).

Specific Measures for Gender Equality
* from: Four Steps to a fair
supply chain, CCC

The majority of workers in garment factories are women. Despite this fact, most codes of conduct
fail to provide gender specific statements (for example sexual harassment) and solutions.
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STEP

STEP

3

4

Including Society
Lobby groups, non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and
other stakeholders should be included in the decision making
process regarding the different aspects of the implementation
of the code.

Joining a Multi-Stakeholder Initiative
Membership in a multi-stakeholder initiative (MSI) can be a
valuable step for businesses, both improving and at the same
time authenticating their company code of conduct. In the
clothing industry as well as other consumer products there are:
the Ethical Trading Initiative (ETI) in Great Britain, the Fair Wear
Foundation (FWF) in the Netherlands and the Fair Labor
Association (FLA) in the USA. A business should regularly
publish reports about the inspection of the working conditions.
These reports should include a description of the inspection
systems, the involved organizations and plans for addressing
affected measures.

Accomplishing a Confidential Complaints Procedure

Freedom to Organize and
Collective Bargaining
Businesses should select supplier factories based on the
employees’ rights to organize. Special attention should be paid
to overcome worker redundancies, discrimination, harassment,
threat, or lack of compensation due to the employee’s
membership in a union or participation in union-organized
events.

Ensuring Reliable Collective Bargaining
Businesses should ensure that authentic unionized
bargainingfor blanket contracts in their supplier factories is in
fact taking place. When companies decide to conduct business
in countries where unionized labor is forbidden or only state
run unions are allowed, such as in China and Vietnam, the
company should take clear measures to pioneer the freedom to
organize inside of their company walls.

Workers and worker representatives need access to a secure,
anonymous, confidential and independent method of
reporting workplace grievances. They must be able to report
workplace mistakes without the fear of repercussions and be
able to expect resolution.

Trust Is Good,
Control Is Better:
The absolute best codes of conduct from companies don’t help

of businesses, labor unions, and non-governmental organizations

one bit when they are not implemented and controlled. Here lies

(NGOs). These MSI’s establish mechanisms of grievance in

the true crux. What is still missing from most auditing procedures is

production locations. There is a representative for the workers with

transparency. Also the workers’ lack of trust for the inspectors is a

whom they can build trust. This person’s main goal is to maintain an

large problem. They are under tremendous pressure, and very

external and independent control of the business’ code of conduct.

rarely voice their objections to the working conditions because

Because many actors with varying interests participate in

they fear losing their jobs. Announced controls are well organized

controlling one another, guaranteeing the right picture of working

by the factory owner and discussions with workers only occur with

conditions in the factory is relatively possible. MSIs are particularly

those who have been carefully selected. And so it is avoided that

helpful when looking into a business’ stance on transparency in

objections by the workforce to the preservation of the code of

procurement since tight deadlines and low purchase prices may

conduct are brought into question. This way companies avoid

undermine the company’s own code of conduct. Fault, for example

workers questioning whether they abide by the code of conduct.

on all too high daily production numbers, does not lie alone on the

Regardless of unannounced controls, violations of even the most

shoulders of the factory owners, but on its production partners, and

elementary workers rights are not brought to attention. Therefore

to a greater extent the industry at large. In the past few years the

it is evermore important that the manufacturers are members of a

Fair Wear Foundation has done a remarkable job in this regard.

so-called
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The MSIs as Guardians
of the Clothing Industry

Multi-Stakeholder-Initiative

(MSI),

comprising

Not Enough To Live On:
Starvation Wages in the World’s
Factories for Clothing

S

ince the beginning of the Clean Clothes Campaign (CCC) in the
end of the 1980s, one of the central arguments of NGOS and labor

month, about 145 euros per month. Following this calculation, the

unions has been the demand for better wages to cover the

workers don’t even earn 1 euro gross per hour of work. A factory

workers’ basic needs. In reality, around the world, sewing factories

seamstress in Central America needs a lot more to support her

offer a completely different picture: Starvation wages are the daily

family. In El Salvador the cost of living for an average family of

norm. The seamstresses, mostly young women, must perform

four, including housing, clothing, health and education, is over

countless overtime hours and only then can they barely cover the

700 US dollars. Salvadorian seamstresses are often responsible for

basic needs for their families. This is the case for cheap labels like

the family finances. Many of them are single parents. The workers

KiK and Lidl & Co. as well as for expensive brands like Adidas and

are forced to spare costs on their meals. “Voluntarily” they work

Puma. In the past few years in Bangladesh and Cambodia

overtime to increase their wages. The miserable results of too

protesting workers calling for wage raises have been beaten half

much overtime: Most of the seamstresses are so over-worked that

to death by state police – evidence that they are hopelessly in

at the age of 35 they can no longer handle the production

despair. The legal minimum wage in Bangladesh is lower than the

marathon in the factories. Often the only choice left for them is in

World Bank’s defined poverty line of one US dollar per day. Even

the informal sector—as a cleaning lady, or itinerant street seller.

the last raise in the minimum wage to approximately 30 euros per
month doesn’t have any meaningful improvements for the family.

Who Pays The Bill?

The space between what is needed for a living wage and what is
actually earned is too vast.

Examples from the outdoor-clothing manufacturers show us that
The situation in El Salvador is similar, where well-known brands

change is possible. There has been movement in the question of

like Adidas, Puma, Patagonia and The North Face assemble their

wages.

quality goods. The minimum wage there is 195 US dollars per

sector—Adidas-Reebok, Nike and Puma—are still blocking this
development is not justifiable; when in

That

the

market

fact

they

leaders

have

in

the

significantly

sports

fewer

problems implementing changes within
the supply chain because a large part of
the sport sector’s production is ordered
from the same suppliers giving them
tremendous buying power. The big
question is who is going to pay the
seamstresses higher wages? The supply
factory? The principle? The consumer? In
most cases the money is there. It comes
down to a calculated dispersal of funds.
When a corporation, like Adidas AG for
example earned 671 million euros in
From: Climbing the Ladder to Living Wages. An update on FWF’s Living Wage research 2011-2012
August 2012
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2011, it also profited so much because it paid its workers

impossible to pay higher wages and thus shouldering

unacceptably low wages. It would be hard to explain, and

decreasing prices—multi-stakeholder initiatives are suitable

downright cynical, that the consumers should pay even more

forums to regulate transparency, and find ways to oﬀset costs.

for their products, just to provide the adherence to human

One is not allowed to forget that hygienic working conditions

rights and labor laws. The current profit margin for many

and worthy wages can actually be competitive advantages,

companies has no actual taboo-zone. Here there are more

that in turn lead to corporate yields. Here, critical consumers

critical discussions and clear demands needed. For many

have to act – regarding personal buying habits as well as

companies operating on thin margins—making it near

states’ public purchasing.

What Is A Living Wage?
To earn a living wage, to be able to lead a life worth living, is a central labor and human right.
In most production countries where clothing and textiles are produced the wages of seamstresses
are still miles away from this.
causes Cambodia to have a strong interest in keeping the
minimum wage low and thus investor-friendly. 80 percent of
the factory workers are young women between the ages of
18 and 35. With rising wages in China, Cambodia is
becoming a much sought after production country for
cheap mass-produced wares. H&M, Gap, Levi’s® and Zara are
the main customers in Cambodia and thus have a certain
influence over improving the situation for the Cambodian
factory workers.

M

ost clothing is produced in Asia. The large brands
of the clothing industry earn millions here, while
the mostly female factory workers are fobbed
off with starvation wages. They can hardly live from their
wages. Why doesn’t the legal minimum wage suffice, and
what does a living wage mean?

For example in Cambodia the legal minimum wage is 75 US
dollars per month. On top of this there is a 5 US-dollar health
bonus, 7 US-dollar transport cost and a 10 US-dollar
attendance bonus. Tardiness and sickness are fined. The
legal minimum wage was raised from 56 US dollars to 61 US
dollars in 2010 after sector-wide strikes. Since 2013 it is at 75
US dollars. Through the rising costs in food, transportation,
electricity and rent the workers today don’t have any more
money in their pockets than before the raises. The Asian
Floor Wage Alliance (AFW) calculated that in Cambodia a
minimum wage of 238 US dollars per month is the absolute
minimum to cover the most basic of needs for a family of
four. That is more than four times as much as the current
minimum wage. Starvation wages have direct effects on
workers and their families: extremely long workdays due to
too many overtime hours, malnutrition, miserable living
conditions, lack of medical care. In the past few years in
Cambodian factories hundreds of workers collapsed from
hunger and fatigue, alone from August 2011 to August 2012
there were approximately 2,900 reported fainting spells. The
clothing industry in Cambodia is the core industry for export
revenues and employs on average 350,000 to 400,000
people. This great dependency from this pillar of export

How does the CCC define a living wage?
The CCC orients itself on the ILO core labor standards 95 and
131, and the ILO recommendations 131 and 135 and the
universal declaration of human rights (article 23). The CCC
defines a living wage as: “Wages and fringe benefits for a
standard working week, respective of the legal minimum
wage for the presupposed industry, to cover in every case
the basic needs of the worker and her family, and still have a
small amount of freely available income.”

In details this means that the wage
•

is earned in a standard working week (no more than 48 hours)

•

corresponds to the net wage for a standard working week
and does not include premiums or expense reimbursements,

•

covers the basic costs of a family consisting of two adults
and two children,
leaves over a remaining freely available sum,
comprising no less than 10 percent of the monthly income,
to cover the unexpected,
is available to every worker, and is never less than a living wage.

•

•
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INTERVIEW

Foto: Martin de Wals

A man with a loud
voice for justice.

Ath Thorn is the chairman of the C.CAWDU, the largest independent garment-workers union in Cambodia.
He leads the movement with 50,000 members and knows firsthand the problems the workers have to fight
against every day.
Who are the 400,000 garment workers in Cambodia?
“Most are young women coming from poor villages
in the countryside, they have no other choice than to
leave their families in order to earn money in and
around Phnom Penh. Poverty in the countryside is so
extreme that some parents cannot even afford to
feed their children or send them to school. Due to
this, parents are forced to send one, two, or even
three daughters to the factories to earn money for
the rest of the family. As soon as they have found a
job, these young women send as much money as
possible back home. Obviously, they must also pay
for their own rent, food, clothing, and other daily
expenses. Since they do not earn enough for both,
most borrow money from neighbors, friends, or loan
sharks who charge up to 20% interest per month.
Imaginably most of the young women’s earnings end
up in other people’s hands: their relatives, their
landlords, and their creditors.”

government has recently decided to add 5 US dollars as health
compensation. That brings us to 66 US dollars. The workers
receive additional ‘attendance’ bonuses of 7 US dollars when
they are present every workday in a given month. There is a
1-dollar raise per year of employment. Overtime is paid 50
cents (US dollar) for every two-hour period.”
Is this an improvement compared to ten years ago?
“We have fought hard to get where we are. In 2000 the
minimum wage was 40 US dollars per month. Between 2000
and 2010 we had to call general strikes four times, just to get
wage increases. We had no other choice. Every strike earned us
a monthly increase of 5 US dollars. These protests also led to
better premiums. That’s how the attendance bonus went from
five to seven US dollars, the overtime pay doubled, and the
yearly raises for longtime employees climbed from a four-year
ceiling to eleven years. Despite all these improvements, we are
far—very far from a living wage.”

How do they manage to make ends meet nevertheless?
“They keep their expenses as low as possible. They live
in minuscule rooms, together with three, four or five
others. They eat as little as possible. They do not go to
the doctor when they fall ill. And naturally, they work
as much overtime as they can handle. All of these
factors explain why we have mass fainting spells
across the entire country.”

How much money do they earn in the factories?
“The minimum wage in the clothing industry is 61 US
dollars per month, 56 US dollars in the trial period.
Due to the rapid increase in mass fainting spells the
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Why is the minimum wage in Cambodia still so low?
“Many different factors play a role. But the main problem is
definitely corruption. The clothing sector makes up a large part
of Cambodia’s industry. This makes factory owners very
influential. They have a huge influence on politicians and can
corrupt government officials or labor unions very easily –
keeping the minimum wage very low. The second problem is
many other branches of industry in Cambodia don’t have a
minimum wage. The official answer is simple: “Why should we
raise wages, when there is not even a legal minimum wage for
civil servants for example?” The third reason is the classic
argument ‘competitive advantage’: Businesses and
international buyers always point out that other countries have
cheaper workforces, like in Bangladesh.”

Is the situation in supplier factories for Gap, Levi’s® or H&M
better?
What about the worker’s contract problem? The number of
temporary work contracts has grown enormously in recent years.

„Fixed-term contracts are
a weapon of social destruction
in Cambodia. They are used for
the unorganized workers offering
precarious and exploitative
work conditions in the factories,
to leave work and thus
to keep wages low. "
Ath T horn

“I estimate that about 60% of the workers today have
temporary contracts. When you visit a factory that is
inspected by the International Labor Organization (ILO),
about 80% of the workers have permanent contracts. But it
is common knowledge that these factories outsource a
large part of their production in sweatshops, where 100% of
the employees only have temporary contracts.”

What is the problem with temporary work contracts?
“Through temporary contracts the workers are subject to
discrimination. Firstly, every time they sign a new contract
they are resetting their work history to zero, this allows them
no yearly holiday, no maternity support, or premiums for
loyalty earned working for one company. Temporary
contracts are like the sword of Damocles over the workers:
“You refuse to perform overtime hours? Your contracts will
not be renewed.” “You want to join a union? Your contracts
will not be renewed.” […] Temporary contracts are a
weapon for social injustice in Cambodia. They serve to keep
the unorganized workers under precarious and exploitative
conditions in the factories, all the while keeping wages as
low as possible.”

“Generally, thanks to the ILO mechanisms, I would say
yes, they are better. But as I have already explained to
you, these supply factories are networked with many
subcontractors, which are completely overlooked.
Sometimes the number of workers at these factories are
three- four- or even five-times as high as the number of
employees at the inspected factories. And precisely in
these factories some of the worst labor rights violations
take place: mandatory overtime, suppressed labor
unions, no minimum wage, etc. Brand-name companies
know exactly what is going on. Even a child can
understand that it’s impossible to produce a million tee
shirts in a factory with a thousand employees in a week.”

Tell us about some of the successes won by the C.CAWDU
labor union.
“Even though the labor conditions and wages in the
country leave a lot left to wish for, the situation has
improved tremendously in recent years. […] We have
defended long-term contracts in many factories and we
are the main actor in the general strikes in Cambodia. But
for me, the greatest achievement is seeing how
interested the workers have become, they want to know
what their rights as workers are, and how to defend
them. Only a few years ago, many workers didn’t even
know just how bad their working conditions really were.
They just accepted it as normal. Today they know what is
acceptable and what isn’t. […]”

The C.CAWDU is closely tied to its international partners,
like the Clean Clothes Campaign (CCC). How do you benefit
from these external partners?
“The support from international organizations, like the
CCC, plays a pivotal role in our fight. Our actions
complete one another. Unions apply pressure to the
factory owners here, but the CCC has contact to the
consumers and the brand-name companies. These
actions from both sides are the key to revealing which
companies are of value and which are worth blacklisting.
No one likes being blacklisted. The international
campaigns have improved their strategies. The
campaigns of the first generation focused on boycotting
or decreased orders from specific factories. That wasn’t
what the workers here needed. Today these campaigns
compel the brand-name companies to come to the right
decision to improve their working practices. And that is
exactly what we all here in Cambodia want.”
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PORTRAIT

A portrait of the
devastating reality
Foto: Martin de Wals

Sovann* has worked for six years in a factory in Phnom Penh producing clothing for H&M and Old Navy.
Like many other garment workers in Cambodia she was forced to leave her hometown to financially support her
- family.
But with 100 US dollars per month in the purse—including overtime—it remains a daily challenge to keep her and her
family ahead of the curve.
“I started as quality control inspector in 2006. As the last
phase in the factory line I must check if all the stitches are in
order, before I can send the clothing on to the packaging
department. It is an advanced placement that requires a
great deal of concentration. Despite this the work is very
poorly paid. Overtime is necessary in order to survive.
With a monthly income ranging between 61 and 80 US
dollars plus bonuses for her loyalty to the company, higher
qualified work, exemplary attendance and monthly housing
benefits, overtime is still a necessity for Sovann. For her and
her family it is a question of survival.
“Until 2007 I often worked twelve hours per day, in order to
cover my daily expenses and be able to send money home.
Today we are only allowed to work two overtime hours per
day. So I earn between 100 and 110 US dollars per month,
when I don’t miss a single day at work. The management still
tries to foregt the monthly attendance bonus, even when we
have a sick note from the doctor for days we missed. Every
‘legitimate lost day’ costs us between two and three US
dollars, as well as the monthly exemplary attendance bonus.
When one cannot afford the certificate from the doctor, the
lost day at work is unpardonable and costs us ten US dollars.”
To save money, Sovann shares her 2-by-3-meter room with
three friends, who like Sovann left their home province of
Kompong Thom in the search for luck in Phnom Penh’s
garment factories.
“The room is tiny and ugly. We have only a mat, a mosquito
net and a gas stove for us four. We pay 40 US dollars for the
room—ten US dollars per person per month, electricity and
water are included. That is a lot for us, but we are happy
because our landlord installed a shower and toilet in every
female room. That gives us more security. Most workers’
quarters around here don’t have these comforts. The only
problem is that our room is two kilometers from the factory.
Since there are no factory buses I must walk the four
kilometers to and from work everyday.”
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A ten-hour workday plus the commute is a daily achievement
for Sovann’s diet. Her daily budget for food is 5,500 Riels, less
than 1.50 US dollars. For this petty amount she can purchase
a single meal consisting of rice, a salty cracker and a bottle of
drinking water.
“Five years ago for 1 US dollar I could purchase much more
food, but the prices for groceries are constantly rising. I have
to pay more and get less. It is difficult, with so little money, to
purchase healthy food. I would like to be rich enough to shop
in the supermarket or go out to a restaurant. Everything there
looks so delicious! But I’m not complaining. For my family, life
is much harder. Sometimes they don’t even have enough
money to buy rice. My parents are already old and cannot
work anymore. My younger siblings all go to school and we
must pay for their education costs. That’s why I try to send at
least 35 US dollar per month home or when I can afford it 50
US dollars.”
Since Sovann sends a large part of her income to her parents
she must not only spare money on food.
“I try to spend no more than three US dollars per month on
household items like laundry detergent, cosmetics and
toiletries, and I wait at least six months before I buy myself
new clothing. Luckily I am still healthy and I don’t have to
spend a lot on medicine, perhaps one US dollar per month.
Because of this I am not in debt to my friends or creditors.
Normally I borrow ten US dollars per month, but when
emergencies arise within the family the costs can climb to 50
US dollars.”
“Since I don’t have any children I would only need a total of
150 US dollars per month to lead a better life and be able to
send more money to my family. Then I would be able to buy
a book every once in a while. I never completed secondary
school, but I love reading and learning. Therefore I have
decided to join the Workers’ Information Center (WIC). I also
want to learn what rights I am entitled to, what my legal
monthly wage should be and what the management is and is
not allowed to do at the workplace. We learn all of this at the
WIC. When I go back to work I share this information with my
colleagues and other members of the worker’s union.
Sometimes I am afraid of what could happen. Colleagues
could report me to the management and get me into real
trouble. But I carry on anyway.”

AN INTERNATIONAL PROFILE

Levi Strauss & Co.

Headquarters:

San Francisco, USA

Founded

1873

Number of Retailers:

55,000 retail locations in 110 countries, of which 2,300 Levi's® -Shops
(~ 500 owned by Levi's®, ~ 1.800 franchise-businesses). In 2011, 43% of profits came
from Asia and Europe, the rest from the USA.

Number of Employees:

17,000 (of which 9,600 are in the USA, 4,800 in Europe and 2,600 in Asia-Pacific)
as well as 4,500 employees in Poland, Turkey, South Africa and Vietnam

Company Ownership:

Levi Strauss family and relatives

CEO:

Chip Bergh

Company Sales:

4.7 Billion US $ (ca. 3.6 Billion €) total, of which ca. 1.1 Billion US $ (ca. 900 Billion €)
in Europe.

Company Profits:

138 Million US $ (ca.105 Million €)

Brands:

Levi‘s ® , Dockers, Signature by Levi Strauss & Co., dENiZEN

Production Countries:

Brands owned by the Corporation: 797 Factories in 47 countries, of which 12 factories
are in Cambodia

Levi Strauss & Co is not a member of a Multistakeholder Initiative.

The Position of the CCC on
Levi Strauss & Co
Levi Strauss & Co is not entirely engaged in paying
higher wages. The corporation however has
approached governments in production countries
with talks of adherence to labor and human rights;
what is still necessary is clear and open support for the
increase in minimum wages to a living wage, as well as
concrete action by the factory owners to pay such
living wages. The only known project by Levi Strauss &
Co concerning the payment of wages is in placing
productivity in the limelight, which in many cases
leads to stress for the workers. An honest engagement
would imply that Levi Strauss & Co requires its
contractors to pay a living wage and to take a critical
eye to the consequences of their business activity on
the working conditions in the supply factories.
Correspondingly an analysis of the price structure,
active support and development of worker unions
and cooperation with other brand names, workers,
unions and NGOs.
Good for the look of jeans, bad for the fingers.
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The Top Ten Standard Excuses
That Companies Use For Not Wanting
To Pay A Living Wage.
Why a company will not pay a living wage
The demand for a living wage has been present for
quite some time, but there are hardly any honest

EXCUSE

attempts by companies to address this urgent

1

problem. It is simply not true that a consensus for
calculating a benchmark living wage is not possible –

It is not the role of the company to provide a living wage,
rather the responsibility of the government.

what’s missing is the will of the participating
corporations to own up to responsibility and agree on

Naturally, a legal minimum wage should be established by the

a proper wage. The Asia Floor Wage Alliance (AFW), a

government at a level that secures the livelihood of the

collaboration of approximately 80 Asian businesses

employee. But there are clear reasons as to why this does not

and NGOs, has a widely supported calculation method

exist in the textile industry today. Under international market

and clear demands for a wage that could actually

pressure

are

support the livelihood of the workers. The wage is

compelled to keep wage politics investor friendly. They know

based on concrete assesments for the cost of living for

all too well the danger of outsourcing production in cheaper

textile workers and their families in Asia. The

countries if wages were to be raised. Basing a decision on low

AFW-wage model has been presented on numerous

wages still creates an “advantage of location”. Multinational

occasions. Many companies find this approach

designer labels dominate the textile industry and have more

interesting. But until now there hasn’t been a single

pull than governments in production countries. These fashion

company that has instated the AFW model and

corporations are thus obliged to recognize their moral

introduced a calculated wage.

for

manufacturing

textiles

governments

responsibility for paying a living wage as well as making it clear
to the government that they will not shift production out of
the country in the event that the minimum wage would be

EXCUSE

raised. It is therefore essential that fashion companies work

3

with one another to establish a living wage at a global level.

EXCUSE

When wages increase, the production countries lose their
competitiveness.

2

The cost of wages for production are commonly

It is not possible to pay a living wage because there is no universally
accepted method for calculation.

wages for seamstresses were doubled, the sum would

between 1% and 3% of the final sales price. Even if the
still be pocket change for the fashion corporations.
Brand-name companies need to stop playing countries

From the point of view of the factory workers this excuse is

against one another just to ensure the cheapest wage. It

particularly absurd. It is clear to everybody that the wages do

is essential to invest in training, infrastructure, and

not suffice for even the most basic of human needs. Many

long-term cooperation within the supply chain in order

corporations do not even deny this. The business community

to

cannot agree on a benchmark for a fair wage, and therefore

production chains thus forming a new type of locational

many companies simply do not start to correct the problem.

advantage on the global market. Wage increases make

create

productivity,

reliability,

and

specific

living possible without excessive overtime hours. In
many cases this also leads to increased production
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We cannot pay higher wages—the economic crisis
struck us particularly hard.
Although we recognize that the economic crisis had an
influence on the fashion industry, it is clear that the right to a
living wage is not an optional investment or an additional
choice freeing the employer of any social responsibility, except
in times of economic prosperity. In the declaration of human
rights (Article 23/3) it is written: “everyone who works has the
right to just and favorable remuneration ensuring for himself
and his family an existence worthy of human dignity, and
supplemented, if necessary, by other means of social
protection.” Companies are thus required, as stated in the UN
guiding principles on “business and human rights” to address
the risk of adverse impacts on human rights linked to business
activity. A living wage is neither a courtesy nor a privilege for

EXCUSE
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When we increase wages, we lock more qualified
people like nurses and teachers in factory jobs because they will
earn more than in hospitals and schools. That would only destroy the
community’s educational and healthcare systems.

the rich, but rather essential to survival for everyone, including
those who work in garment factories.
At first glance this scenario is a possibility; but the effects of
wage increases in the fabric industry are underestimated. When
wages in factories rise, it is probable that local governments
would raise wages in the public sector. With these higher
wages, there is more money circulating in the local economy
and allows for further investment. A living wage grants workers
the desperately needed buying power to support their local

EXCUSE
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Our shareholders are not willing to finance a higher wage.

economy and stimulate growth in their country eventually
leading to the long slow climb out of the downward spiral that
is extreme poverty. The existing distribution of profits in the
garment industry does not bring the hoped for advantages of
economic growth and prosperity, rather it bolsters poverty.

John Ruggie, UN special representative for business and human
rights, states in the United Nations Guiding Principles on
Business and Human Rights (UNGPs) that: corporations are
responsible for respecting human rights. What is currently
needed is a paradigm shift in corporate culture. It is deplorable
that corporations and their shareholders are operating on a
profit-maximizing practice while disregarding human rights. A
living wage is a basic human right. Everyone, including the
factory workers manufacturing products for the fashion
corporations’ profits, is entitled to this.
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The UN Guiding Principles for
Business and Human Rights
Businesses like H&M, Adidas, Puma and KiK must assume
responsibility for human rights.
On the June 16th, 2011 the UN Human Rights Council endorsed the “Guiding Principles on
Business and Human Rights” for multi-national corporations. They are also known as the
“Ruggie Principles”, as they are based on the proposals given forth by UN-Special
Pillar 3.
Representative John Ruggie. His recommendations create so to speak the greatest
Access to Remedy
possible consensus of the international community regarding the adherence
to human rights. The recently devised forum on Business and Human
In this third pillar the Guiding Principles
Rights by the United Nations will set up and widen the
Pillar 2. The
declare that both states and businesses
implementation of these principles
Corporate
need to ensure; through judicial, adminin the future.
Responsibility
istrative, legislative or other appropriate
means; access to effective remedy. The
to
Respect
Pillar 1.The
procedures for providing remedy fall on
Human Rights
State Duty to
different planes of grievance mechaProtect Human
nisms: In the case of company liability,
Rights
the state should take appropriate steps
Businesses have to respect human’
to give access to complaints proceedings
rights, this means that they should avoid
and seek a legal explanation for the
violations. Businesses have to address
The first pillar declares the state’s duty to
violations. Businesses also have the
human rights infringements and where
protect the inhabitants within their state
responsibility to provide workers the
appropriate remediate.
or territory from human rights abuse by
ability to report violations and impleThat means that if businesses like Adidas
business enterprises. The state is
ment corrective actions. Businesses like
or Puma produce in foreign countries,
required to ensure that businesses
Adidas, H&M or KiK cannot simply plead
they must also take responsibility for the
respect human rights and therefore must
that they did not break national laws,
local laws protecting the rights of
enact, adjust and/or abolish certain laws.
that it was their suppliers, or in other
workers. They are not allowed to shrug
In many production countries the local
words: beyond their control. They are
off the responsibility to local factories
governments are not strong enough to
simply not allowed to cheaply produce
and hide in the closet when it comes to
enforce the laws in general or the
in countries where the governments and
owning up to infringements. The
specific laws protecting human rights.
labor laws are too weak to protect
Guiding Principles calls this ‘Human
Even when legislation and government
workers rights. Independent mechaRights Due Diligence’. This process
rule is strong enough, factory workers
nisms of grievance can be undertaken by
should include assessing what their
are often defenseless against workers’
companies to foresee potential human
contracts, in production countries
right’s violations. For example in Banglarights violations by their business
throughout all stages and including
desh, there are so many politicians
practices and/or partners and provide
participating actors, producing negative
personally invested in the clothing
better remediation.
consequences. These risks must be
industry that they often pursue personal
actively reduced in order to prevent
interests rather than fighting against
human rights violations.
workers rights’ violations and for example taking stronger control over the
working standards in factories.

The Guiding Principles for businesses are not legally binding like laws, but are there to hold businesses to a firm political
expectation to observe moral obligation.
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